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Looking Beyond Plasmids:  
What’s on the Horizon for Gene Therapy Manufacture?

Plasmids: An Old Standard but a Gold Standard
AAV vectors are commonly manufactured in HEK293 cells 
transiently transfected with a set of plasmids, containing all 
the genetic instructions needed to produce AAV. Advancements 
in plasmid engineering have reinforced the successes of 
plasmid-based manufacturing platforms. Reconfiguration of 
the RepCap genes, as well as removal of additional hexon 
genes in the adenoviral helper plasmid, have been found to 
enhance viral vector yield and performance. In addition to 
plasmid optimisation, fine-tuning of other aspects of platform 
approaches, which hold benefits in terms of pre-validated 
methods, equipment, and in-stock raw materials, can bring 
down timelines and costs.

There are, however, inherent limitations of working with 
plasmids. Transient transfection of plasmids into HEK293 
cell lines is variable, limiting the maximum yield of AAV 
and introducing batch-to-batch variability. Plasmids may be 
genetically unstable, limiting quality and consistency when 
scaled up to the substantial quantities needed for treatment. 
The plasmids supply chain is beset with bottlenecks, with 
relatively few facilities able to produce plasmids to GMP grade. 

 
Introducing Plasmid-free AAV Manufacture
One option for a high yielding, plasmid-free approach is to use 
wildtype adenovirus to manufacture AAV. However, this method 
introduces the real possibility of adenovirus contaminating the 
final product, with expensive decontamination steps required 
to remove this contamination. Although high yielding, the 
decontamination costs may be a barrier to success.

Plasmid-based methods have, for good reason, been a 
trusted method for the manufacture of adeno-associated 
viral (AAV) vectors for many years. As 2022 closes and 
we look towards 2023, plasmids will likely continue 
to be useful for gene therapies already in the pipeline. 
The refinement of robust plasmid-based manufacturing 
platforms, in particular, will further support drug 
developers as they prepare for the later stages of their 
therapeutic journey to commercialisation. Improvements 
in viral vector yield, as well as reduced costs and timelines, 
are of particular importance and are possible to achieve 
using platform approaches.

Key priorities for 2023 and beyond will be to reduce the 
costs of gene therapies and expand their accessibility 
to patients who need them, once novel therapies obtain 
regulatory approval. The ability of plasmid-based 
processes to meet increasingly ambitious challenges is 
likely to be limited and novel, disruptive technologies are 
keenly needed. One such disruptive technology, TESSA™ 
technology, has the potential to substantially increase 
yields compared with plasmid-based systems; could it be 
the future of gene therapy manufacture?

Could it be possible to use an adenoviral system to produce 
high AAV yields while avoiding contamination? To do this, 
scientists closely examined the adenoviral lifecycle, which 
contains two distinct temporal phases; early and late, with the 
early phase providing adenoviral help for AAV production but 
the late phase contributing to adenoviral contamination. Using 
a doxycycline-inducible system, they found a way to switch 
on the useful early genes while tightly repressing late-phase 
genes. This resulted in high yields of AAV vector but reduced 
adenoviral contamination by 99.99999–100%. The adenoviral 
vectors they built were termed TESSA™ vectors, short for 
tetracycline enabled self silencing adenovirus.

To produce AAV, the Rep and Cap genes, as well as the gene or 
capsid of interest, are stably encoded into two TESSA™ vectors 
which are then used to infect HEK293 cells (Figure 1). Using 
the TESSA™ system, the cells’ resources are entirely directed 
to making AAV rather than adenovirus, resulting in even greater 
yields than manufacture using wildtype adenovirus.

Figure 1: Comparison of triple transfection process (left) with TESSA™ technology 
(right)

TESSA™ technology has been scaled up through 50 L and to 
200 L so far, with the potential to be scaled up further to over 
2000 L due to the lack of limitation by cell or volume density. At a 
200 L scale, TESSA™ has demonstrated a 30 to 40-fold increase in 
AAV titre compared with plasmid-based manufacture at the same 
scale. The ability of TESSA™ to generate substantially more AAV, 
compared with plasmid-based manufacture, could mean that 
more patients are treated from a from a single manufacturing 
run. This in turn could open the door to treating more patients 
in a cost-effective way (Figure 2).

In addition to producing higher yields, TESSA™ has been 
shown to produce more infectious AAV particles than plasmid-
based manufacture at a 200 L scale, and with ~95% full capsids. 
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Figure 2: TESSA™ technology could substantially increase the number of patients 
treated from a manufacturing run.

An increase in infectivity or improvement in the ratio of full 
capsids could have particular relevance to the question of how 
we can reduce the therapeutic dose of gene therapy needed to 
treat a patient. Currently, the high doses of AAV often needed for 
therapeutic effect represent a possible safety issue.1 Improving 
particle infectivity or percentage of full capsids, therefore 
reducing the total volume of AAV needed for treatment, could 
provide a solution.

TESSA™ Technology: Moving Into 2023
Positive results for TESSA™ vectors were published in Nature 
Communications in March 2022, helping to cement the promising 
future of the technology.2,3 Based on these findings, WuXi 
Advanced Therapies launched TESSA™ for small-scale evaluation 
ahead of GMP manufacture. The company offers TESSA™ 

evaluation kits to academic labs and therapeutics companies, 
allowing them to assess TESSA™ in their own lab far ahead of 
GMP-grade manufacture. 

Plasmids have been, and will continue to be, important tools 
for the manufacture of AAV-based gene therapies, especially 
those currently in the therapeutic pipeline. Optimisation of 
plasmid-based platform technologies will continue to be relevant 
and will help to shape the success of gene therapies yet to reach 
the market. However, over the next few years, as more gene 
therapies enter the therapeutic pipeline, TESSA™ technology 
could help make even more treatments scalable and accessible 
to patients in need.
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